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Abstract The dimension of time is the fundamental basis for an animal's survival. Thus, animal
brains have equipped neural circuits and genetic networks to process various scales of environmental
temporal information. The perception of time in the seconds-to-hours range, referred to as 'interval
timing', is involved in foraging, decision making, and learning. For several decades, many
neuroscientists investigated the mechanisms of the interval timing in human brain. However, the
principles of neural circuits processing temporal information, the genetic components underlying the
neural substrates related to information processing, and model organisms to study human time
perception have not been well established. We recently established a novel behavioural paradigm of
male fruit fly that can be used as a model system to identify cellular mechanisms for interval timing.
We identified discernable microcircuits located in male's foreleg that is composed of three types of
cells to transform sensory inputs into temporal information. We hypothesize that the neural
communication between these cells helps to critically regulate the estimation of duration. This
Drosophila-based model constitutes an important stepping stone for organismal time perception
research and may lay the foundation for research establishing the first ground-breaking genetic model
system of interval timing calculation in the complex human brain.
We have three specific aims:
1) We will provide a precise map of the microcircuits between three types of cells to estimate
duration.
2) We will test the function of identified microcircuits by manipulating the neural activities and
controlling the speed of the molecular clock of those cells using genetic tools.
3) We will test the dynamic role of pacemaker cells modulating the estimation of duration using realtime calcium imaging.
We have intense experiences to uncover the functional neural circuits associated with multiple fly
behaviours at cellular resolution. Therefore, all experiments proposed are well within our expertise
and pose minimal feasibility concerns. We will provide conserved neural mechanisms modulating
interval timing both in vertebrates and invertebrates.
Keywords
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I. RESEARCH PROPOSAL
1. SIGNIFICANCE AND INNOVATION: The dimension of time is the fundamental basis for an
animal's survival. Being able to estimate and control the time between events is crucial for everyday
activities. Thus, timing behaviour and time interval perception are fundamental to complex
behaviours and survival in animals, including humans [1].
1.1. Scales of timing and multiple timers in the brain:
The animal brain can efficiently perceive and orchestrate
temporal information across a wide range of timescales,
which includes diverse time-related processes that
encompass several orders of magnitude, from millisecond
processes to daily rhythms. ‘Millisecond timing’ is critical in motor control for, e.g., capture of
rapidly moving prey and speech generation; it depends on a sensory-motor circuit that has been
mapped onto cerebellum. ‘Circadian timing’ (or circadian rhythms) refers to the 24 h range and
control a large array of physiological, metabolic and behavioural functions such as sleep,
wakefulness, feeding, and egg laying. In mammals, the core circadian clock is located in the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus. The 2017 Nobel prize for medicine was
awarded for insights into circadian rhythms that have been deeply investigated using Drosophila
melanogaster. The perception of time in the seconds-to-hours range, referred to as ‘interval timing’,
is involved in foraging, decision making, and learning via activation of cortico-striatal circuits in
mammals. Interval timing requires entirely different neural mechanisms from millisecond or circadian
timing [1-4] (Fig.1).
1.2. Advantage of mating duration in male Drosophila to study the genetics of interval timing:
There is abundant psychological research on time perception because it is a universal cognitive
dimension of experience [1-4]. Despite decades of research, the genetic and neural substrates of
temporal information processing have not been well established except for the molecular bases of
circadian timing [4]. Thus, a simple genetic model system to study interval timing is required. The
mating duration of male fruit fly is a plastic behaviour dependent upon male’s previous experiences
and a process that can be easily monitored. We recently established two behavioural paradigms to
study how males estimate duration (several minutes range) and decide to prolong or shorten mating
when they are persistently exposed to many rivals or sexual experience. The former interval timing
behavioural paradigm, ‘Longer-Mating-Duration (LMD)’ has successfully delineated how the visual
information from rivals are integrated into subset of clock neurons and connected to memory circuits
via neuropeptides signaling [5,6]. The latter one, ‘Shorter-Mating-Duration (SMD)’ refers to male
flies who, after sexual experience, estimate a shortened mating duration [7] (Fig.2).
1.3. SMD behaviour - a novel genetic model to study the estimation of duration with
motivational experiences: As outlined in Table 1, LMD and SMD use different sensory modalities
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to detect environmental changes (vision for LMD, taste for SMD), different subset of clock genes
(PER/TIM for LMD, CLK/CYC for SMD), and different neuropeptidergic signaling (PDF/NPF for
LMD, sNPF for SMD). In this application, we propose to study the microcircuits of SMD behaviour
to delineate how a sexual experience can shape interval timing via the interactions between taste
circuits, CLK/CYC genes, and sNPF signaling. The SMD behaviour has several advantages for
investigating the neural mechanisms of interval timing. First, taste input is simpler to manipulate than

visual input and we can therefore better dissect the taste-induced microcircuit activity. Second, SMD
behaviour only requires the function of CLK/CYC, not PER/TIM; since the CLK/CYC heterodimer
complex is a transcription factor that modulates the expression of many genes involved in circadian
timing (including TIM/PER), it is most informative for us to manipulate CLK/CYC genetic networks.
Third, SMD uses sNPF (homolog of human NPY) signaling that is known to be an essential regulator
of homeostatic behaviour such as feeding [7].
1.4. Guiding hypothesis - interval timing shares the function of clock genes independent of
circadian timing: Using SMD behaviour, we found that estimation of duration only requires a subset
of clock genes CLK/CYC but not PER/TIM; this strongly implies that circadian and interval timing
share genetic components but are still functionally independent. We can therefore study the specific
genetic components for interval timing and how they are embedded in the neural circuits of the fly
brain. We hypothesize that interval timing shares the genetic components that are already developed
to control circadian timing. We have several reasons to believe that this share of clock genes is
independent from the function of circadian
timing. First, clock genes are known to regulate
non-circadian functions such as learning and
memory, habituation, sleep, drug sensitization,
and mating duration, without the feedback
between PER/TIM and CLK/CYC that is crucial
for circadian rhythm [5,6]. Second, SMD use the only a subset of clock genes to estimate duration
regarding previous experiences [7]. Third, the estimation of duration still is functional when circadian
rhythm completely abolished [5.6]. Thus, we will take advantage of the established genetic
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components for circadian timing found in fruit fly, to study the genetic basis of SMD interval timing
in the fly.
2. SPECIFIC AIMS AND RESEARCH DESIGN: Rationale - How do the same clock genetic
components modulate both circadian and interval timing independently? It has been proposed, in
support of this hypothesis, that CLK/CYC-controlled transcriptional/translational feedback loops
operate differently in subsets of pacemaker neurons.
Thus, the same CLK/CYC-controlled molecular
pathways may contribute to the specific functions
dependent on the different neural circuits within which
they are embedded. Consistent with this hypothesis, we
previously showed that male flies use a subset of
PDF/NPF-expressing clock neurons, which were originally established to regulate circadian rhythm,
for processing the information of previous exposure to a mating rival [5,6]. Using SMD behaviour, we
will delineate how the CLK/CYC-controlled molecular pathways can generate interval timing via
taste-to-sNPF signaling independent of circadian timing. Thus, we need to elaborate microcircuits
dedicated to SMD behaviour independent of circadian timing. We are developing machine learningbased automated behavioural assay platform with interdisciplinary team to conduct this mapping more
systematically (Please see COMPETENCE section separately attached).
Aim1. Precisely delineate the microcircuits between sensory neurons, clock cells, and sNPF
cells: In this aim, we will develop various genetic toolkits to precisely define the neuronal
connections between sensory neurons, clock cells, and sNPF cells. Aim1.1. Identifying the first order
sensory neuron: The first step to find microcircuits for SMD behaviour is identifying the sensory
modality. We previously showed that female pheromones are a critical cue to reduce the mating
duration of male flies. During sexual experiences, males detect female pheromone via contact
chemoreception using their frontal leg and subsequently reduce mating duration (Fig.2). To draw the
functional microcircuits for the estimation of duration, we needed to identify the male’s taste neurons
utilized for interval estimation. Aim1.1a. Preliminary data - Mapping sugar cells in tarsi of male
frontal leg: As reported previously, Gr5a-(sugar cells) and Gr66a-positive neurons (bitter cells) in the
fly gustatory system correspond to two non-overlapping neuronal populations. Gr5a-positive cells
mediate sweet-taste detection (acceptance cells), whereas Gr66a-positive cells mediate bitter-taste
recognition (avoidance cells). We found that male flies with ablated Gr5a-positive neurons cannot
elicit SMD behavior while male flies lacking Gr66a-positive neurons show normal SMD. We
conclude that Gr5a-positive neuronal sweet taste cells are necessary and sufficient for SMD [7].
Aim1.1b. Hypothesis - Male-specific sexually dimorphic sensory neurons will modulate SMD: It is
well known that the sexual dimorphism of sensory structure and function generates neuronal
circuitries important for gender-specific behaviors. In Drosophila, fruitless (fru) is an essential neural
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sex-determinant responsible for male-specific behaviors. We therefore expect that only the FRUexpressing Gr5a sweet cells will mediate SMD behaviour. Aim1.1c. Methods - Intersectional method
for mapping neural circuits more precisely: To determine whether sexually dimorphic sensory
neurons are involved in SMD, we used intersectional
methods to genetically dissect ∼1500 fru neurons into
smaller subsets. We used a combination of the fruFLP allele
that drives FLP-mediated recombination specifically in fru
neurons with UAS[stop]X (X could be various reporters or
effector transgenes, [stop] is transcription stop sequence) to
express a UAS transgene only in those cells that express both
GAL4 and FLP due to FLP-mediated excision of the stop cassette ([stop]) (Fig.3) [9].
Aim1.1d. Results: As predicted, we found that only fru+/Gr5a+ sugar cells are necessary for SMD
(Fig.4A). When we transformed these sugar cells into the female form by the expression of a female
form of tra (transformer, essential sex determination gene in females) cDNA (UAS-traF), we found
that SMD was eliminated (Fig.4B). This data demonstrates that the cellular function of male-specific
Gr5a neurons are essential inputs for triggering SMD behaviour. Aim1.2. Mapping pheromone
sensing cells that expresses Gr5a sugar receptor: As denoted above, female pheromone is key
stimulus that induces SMD behaviour. However, Gr5a is a sugar sensing receptor not a pheromone
receptor. To check whether fru+/Gr5a+ cells are also sensing the female pheromones, we decided to
check the function of LUSH, an odorant-binding protein, and Snmp1, a CD36 related protein family
that is critical for pheromone processing in Gr5a neurons. Preventing expression of LUSH or
Snmp1with Gr5a-GAL4 driven LUSH- or Snmp1 RNAi, effectively eliminated SMD; we conclude
that pheromone sensing in Gr5a sugar cells is required for SMD. Next, we asked what specific
pheromone sensing receptors are expressing in these cells. Aim1.2a. Preliminary data - Identifying
and characterizing a subset of Gr5a+ cells - the ‘vigour cells’: Recent studies identified a novel
DEG/ENac family of sodium channels (ppk23, ppk25, ppk29) necessary for detection of the contact
pheromones involved in male courtship behaviour.
These channels also express in male-specific
chemosensory frontal leg bristles. To identify
which Gr5a+/fru+ cells also express ppk channels,
we took advantage of using the different binary
systems available to the fly community (ie:
GAL4/UAS, lexA/lexAop, QF/QUAS) [9]. In short, we expressed mCherry using Gr5a-lexA and
mCD8GFP using ppk23-, ppk25-, ppk29-GAL4 and found that Gr5a+/fru+ cells only express ppk25
and ppk29, not ppk23 (Fig.5). We next characterized the function of these cells in SMD behaviour by
expressing ppk23-, ppk25-, ppk29-RNAi using Gr5a- or fru-GAL4 driver. Using this GAL4-mediated
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tissue-specific knock-down technique, we found that expression of ppk25 and ppk29 in these cells is
critical for SMD behaviour. After we identified the location of cells using intersectional method and
then characterized the identity of cells by RNAi knock-down, we concluded that there are specialized
Gr5a+/fru+/ppk25+/ppk29+ taste sensory cell types in male foreleg bristles that are essential for SMD.
We named these ppk25 and ppk29- expressing male-specific Gr5a+ cells as ‘vigour cells’ as they are
the first order sensory neurons providing the input for estimation of duration
after males are sexually experienced (Fig.6). Next, we asked how these vigour
cells connected to CLK/CYC-expressing clock cells to transform the chemical
input at mating onset into a time interval estimator for controlling subsequent
short mating duration. Aim1.3. Identifying the clock cells important for the
estimation of duration: As noted above, interval timing shares the genetic
components of circadian timing. To test which clock genes are involved in
SMD behaviour, we tested classical clock gene mutants and found that only
CLK/CYC is necessary for SMD, not PER/TIM (Table 1), demonstrating that
SMD only requires CLK/CYC not PER/TIM. We next asked: where are the
+

Clk cells required for SMD located? Aim1.3a. Hypothesis - Clock cells in male foreleg: The study of
circadian clock has focused on mapping and characterizing clock cells in the central brain region.
However, several reports have suggested that peripheral clocks regulate feeding, metabolism and
pheromone production. Since we found the vigour cells in the male foreleg, we hypothesize that clock
cells will be located near vigour cells to transform the sensory signals into temporal information.
Aim1.3b. Preliminary data Visualizing the Clk+ cells (‘tick
cells’) in male foreleg: To test our
hypothesis, we collected all the
reported Clk-GAL4s available in fly
stock center then drive UASRedStinger to label nucleus of Clk+
cells with red fluorescent protein.
When we used Clk9.0M-GAL4 that
has been used to label central clocks
in the brain, we found 15~20 cells in
the tibia region of male foreleg (Fig.7A). Interestingly, there are a smaller number of Clk+ cells (less
than 10) in a female tibia. We suspect that this cell type in male foreleg will include ‘tick cells’,
which receive input from vigour cells to create temporal information from a chemical cue. As Gr5a+
cells are not present in the tibia (Fig.7B), we will identify the functional connectivity between these
two cell types (vigour and tick cells) in foreleg or the central brain (Fig.7C). We hypothesize that a
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subset of the Clk+ cells will be the ‘counting cells’ required for estimation of duration. Aim1.4.
Functional characterization of tick cells in male foreleg: Hypothesis - We identified Clk+ (tick) cells
in the tibia of the male foreleg; this critical discovery has not been previously reported. We
hypothesize that these tick cells play essential role to transform the sensory trigger from vigour cells
into temporal information. In this aim, we will characterize the identity of tick cells; what are the
unique features of the Clk-expressing cells in the leg compared to those in the brain? Aim1.4a. Test
circadian GAL4 drivers in male leg: Many genes were identified to be involved in circadian timing.
To further identify and characterize the genetic make-up of the identified tick cells in male foreleg, we
will take advantage of using circadian GAL4 drivers that were previously shown to label different
subset of clock cells in the central brain. These experiments will indicate which subsets of clock
genes, in addition to CLK/CYC, are likely required to implement interval timing in tick cells.
Aim1.4b. Strategy - Design GAL4 driver strains that specifically label clock cells in the leg: The
identified tick cells function in male leg to modulate interval timing. To specifically manipulate tick
cells, we need to devise GAL4 drivers that can genetically manipulate only leg tissue, not the central
nervous system. This is essential in order to differentiate the function of the central versus the
peripheral clock in generating interval timing for SMD. First, we will use several GAL4 drivers that
have been known to target Drosophila leg. For example, we will take advantage of findings from the
leg imaginal disc development. The genes involving in leg development include homothorax (hth),
dachshund (dac), and distal-less (dll) label distinct region of leg. We will
use these GAL drivers to drive Clk- and cyc-RNAi and test whether this
manipulation eliminates SMD. Second, we will exclude the expression of
Clk-RNAi in central clock cells by using the brain-specific promoter driven
flippase strain, OtdFLP. If we combine OtdFLP strain with tubP-FRT-GAL80FRT, we can force the expression of UAS-transgene specifically in brain
(‘flip out’). In contrast, if we combine OtdFLP strain with tubP-FRT-stopFRT-GAL80, we can block the expression of UAS-transgene specifically in
brain (‘flip in’). We will use these ‘flip out’ and ‘flip in’ strains to drive
Clk- and cyc-RNAi to test their effect on SMD behaviour. Feasibility: By
using OtdFLP, we recently found that the function of Clk+ genes outside of
brain is sufficient to produce SMD behaviour (Lee et al., unpublished data). Thus, we will focus on
the function of Clk+ cells in male foreleg. However, we cannot rule out the possible involvement of
Clk+ cells in other peripheral tissues for interval timing. Aim1.5. Identifying the synapses between
vigour, tick and sNPF cells: As outlined in Fig.8, we have several scenarios mapping connections
between vigour cells, tick cells, and sNPF cells. However, our understanding of the interactions
between these neurons to estimate duration has been limited by the lack of tools to label the
connectivity of each subtype of neurons. We will circumvent this limitation by using GFP
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Reconstitution Across Synaptic Partners (GRASP) to layer a map of circuit connectivity onto our
model of interval timing. Aim1.5a. Create genetic strains for
GRASP experiments for three subtypes of neural population:
GRASP is a technique for identifying putative synaptic
connections. We will use GRASP to identify the possible
synapses between vigour cells, tick cells, and sNPF cells.
Since traditional GRASP targets only two distinct population
of neurons, we need to generate more genetic strains to label
all three subtypes of neurons together with synapses identified
by GRASP experiments. We are completely expert in the
required techniques. Aim1.5b. Anticipated results: We
anticipate no technical hurdles and expect to find the synapses
between vigour cells (presynaptic inputs likely from tibia) and
sNPF cells (postsynaptic terminals in SOG of the brain). We
also expect to find the synapses between vigour cells and tick
cells. However, we have several possible scenarios of their
connections as described in Fig.8. Expected outcomes of Aim1: As outlined in Fig.8, there are
several scenarios of connections between the three cell types. We do not know whether vigour cells
and tick cells are directly connected or connect via sNPF cells. In the former scenario, tick cells will
receive inputs directly from vigour cells then relay this signal to sNPF cells. In the latter scenario,
inputs from vigour cells and tick cells are merged at sNPF cells. In the first scenario, the vigour cells
start the ‘tick clock’ ticking and the sNPF cells count the ticks. In the second scenario, the tick cells
set the integration time for the vigour cell input to the sNPF cells. Therefore, it is critical to determine
which scenario is correct as it will constrain dynamical systems analyses of the interval timer in future
work. The identified microcircuits between the three cell types will provide a powerful platform in
which to study the neural mechanisms of interval timing. The driver strains that are used and
identified in this aim will also permit manipulation of the function of each cell type in the next aim.
Aim2. Elucidate mechanisms underlying duration estimation circuits: To test the function of
microcircuits, we need to genetically manipulate one identified type of neuron and simultaneously
measure the neural activity of its target neurons. In this aim, we will manipulate vigour cells, tick
cells, or sNPF cells specifically using the genetic toolkits we generated in section Aim1 to measure
cellular activities of the other cell types. These experiments will reveal how the connectivity between
these types of cells can generate temporal information for duration estimation (Fig.9). Aim2.1.
Manipulating and measuring neural activities in microcircuits. Hypothesis - We hypothesize that
vigour cells are the primary gateway for transforming the information of the sexual experiences into
temporal information for duration estimation. Tick cells and sNPF cells will directly or indirectly
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interact with vigour cell inputs and then will relay this information to higher order neurons in the
central brain. Aim2.1a. Methods - Quantification of neuronal activities using a transcriptional
reporter of intracellular calcium. We are proficient at measuring
the PDF/NPF neurons’ altered neural activities when male flies
have exposed to rivals using CaLexA (calcium-dependent
nuclear import of LexA), a transcriptional reporter system that
can measure the intracellular calcium (Fig.9). We will adopt this
system to measure the neural activities of tick cells and sNPF
cells during sexual experiences or to manipulate the function of
vigour cells. For example, we will genetically manipulate the neuronal activities of vigour cells by
expressing KCNJ2 (potassium channel) or NachBac (sodium channel) then measure the neuronal
activities of tick cells and sNPF cells by using CaLexA system. By expressing UAS(or lexAop or
QUAS)-KCNJ2 that is a calcium rectifying potassium channel, we will hyperpolarize the neurons.
This genetic manipulation will cause the persistent inhibition of vigour cells. By expressing UAS(or
lexAop or QUAS)-NachBac that is bacterial sodium channel, we will depolarize the neurons. This
genetic manipulation will cause the persistent activation of vigour cells. Aim2.1b. Anticipated results:
When we persistently inhibit or activate the vigour cells, we expect the neural activities of tick cells
and sNPF cells will be affected. The changed neural activities of sNPF cells will be monitored by the
accumulated GFP fluorescence of the CaLexA system and then quantified using ImageJ software.
These series of experiments will provide us with the functional connectivity map between these three
cell types. Expected outcomes of Aim2: By completing the above aims, we will outline the complete
functional connectivity map that is composed of three functionally-distinct types of cells (vigour cells,
tick cells, and sNPF cells), which correspond to transforming chemical information into temporal
information. The systematic map of microcircuits and the first glimpse as to how it controls timing
will uniquely provide an initial step to identify the neural mechanisms of duration estimation.
Aim3. Measuring real-time neural firing of duration estimation circuits: Limitations - In
previous aims (Aim1&2), we will have identified genetic tools to study the architecture and functional
connectivity of duration estimation circuits in the male leg and brain. However, one of the limitations
of this experimental approach is that it only shows the layout of the neural circuit wiring. To
thoroughly understand the mechanisms of duration estimation circuits, we need to extend our research
and characterize the dynamics of neural circuit activity using real-time calcium imaging.
Aim3.1. Genetic test of internal clock model: Hypothesis - The most experimentally rigorous interval
timing model is the “pacemaker-accumulator” model [1-4]. In this model, pulses that are emitted
regularly by a pacemaker are temporarily stored in an accumulator. At the time of reward or feedback,
the number of pulses that have been received from the accumulator is stored in temporal memory and
compared to reference memory to estimate duration (Fig.10). One of the ways to test this model is to
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find the pacemaker cells that generate pulses throughout spontaneous firing. We have previously
reported that, for LMD behaviour, per+ LNv cells are essential to transform the experience of
encountering rivals into temporal information and it is known that LNv neurons fire spontaneously
acting as a pacemaker. Reasoning by analogy, our
hypothesis is that tick cells have an equivalent
pacemaking function for SMD and will share circadian
clock genetic components for pacemaking. Thus, we
will test our internal clock interval timing model by
examining whether tick cells in male foreleg fire
spontaneously and have a pacemaker function (Fig.11).
Aim3.2. Testing the pacemaker-switch circuits in
male leg: As outlined in Fig.12, we will test the
pacemaker function of Clk+ tick cells in male leg using
calcium imaging. We will use the female pheromones
(sugar as a control) to activate vigour cells then will
record the neural activities of both vigour and tick cells
by calcium imaging
(Gcamp6). We will
express UAS(or lexAop or QUAS)-Gcamp6 in vigour or tick cells
first. Then we will use TrpA1 channels (activation) or shits
(inactivation) at a temperature of 28˚C to genetically (in)activate
vigour cells and will record the resulting neural activities in tick
cells. As an alternative approach, we will perform the experiments
by using CsChrimson (light-gated cation channel, activation) or
NpHR, GtACRs (light-gated ion pump, inactivation) with a proper
wavelength of light (optogenetics) to (in)activate vigour cells.
These series of experiments will show us how the temporal
(manipulated by temperature or light) control of vigour cells can
affect tick cell’s pacemaker intervals. The results of this aim will
guide the future directions to study how sNPF cells compute the
information from vigour and tick cells and then (may) function as
an ‘accumulator’ to relay the pacemaker signals to memory
circuits (Fig.10-11). The experiments in this section will be done in collaboration with Drs. J-C
Beique and Kyeong Jin Kang who has extensive experience with all the methods required.
Anticipated outcomes of Aim3 - Establishing core microcircuits that can test the genetic components
for the estimation of duration: We will establish the core microcircuits that utilize components of
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circadian clock gene mechanism for estimation of duration. This microcircuit will help to test the
internal clock model that is widely used in psychological studies in human time perception and also
will establish the genetic aspects of interval timing behaviour (Fig.12). The functional and
computational strategies of invertebrate nervous systems are readily discernible and provide clues as
to similar mechanisms in vertebrate brains. For example, there are the functional correspondences
between insect pars intercerebralis and the mammalian hypothalamus, and between insect central
complex and the mammalian basal ganglia even though these structures are not anatomically similar.
Core neural computations - e.g., central pattern generator, lateral inhibition, gain control, and
balanced excitation/inhibition – are found in vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems. Elucidating
these neural mechanisms of these computations is more tractable using a nervous system that is
simple enough to be manipulated at high resolution. Thus, simple genetic model organisms have
advantages for studying computational functions of neural circuits. As the estimation of duration via
neurotransmitter and neuropeptidergic system is similar, at a molecular level, in humans and flies, we
fully expect to reveal core conserved mechanisms in this study that could not be elucidated by directly
studying the vastly larger and far more complex
mammalian nervous system. Timelines for this
proposal is described in Table 2. Finally, we want to
highlight our pioneering effort to automate behavioural measurements by establishing a strong
interdisciplinary team (please see following INDEPENDENCE AND COMPETENCE section).
3. REFERENCES: 1. Buhusi, C. V, & Meck, W. H. (2005). What makes us tick? Functional and
neural mechanisms of interval timing. Nature Reviews. Neuroscience, 6(10), 755–65. 2. Golombek,
D. A., Bussi, I. L., & Agostino, P. V. (2014). Minutes, days and years: molecular interactions among
different scales of biological timing. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London,
369(1637), 20120465. 3. Merchant, H., Harrington, D. L., & Meck, W. H. (2013). Neural basis of the
perception and estimation of time. Annu Rev Neurosci, 36, 313–336. 4. Gerstner, J. R., & Yin, J. C. P.
(2010). Circadian rhythms and memory formation. Nature Reviews. Neuroscience, 11(8), 577–588. 5.
Kim, W. J., Jan, L. Y., & Jan, Y. N. (2012). Contribution of visual and circadian neural circuits to
memory for prolonged mating induced by rivals. Nature Neuroscience, 15(6), 876–883. 6. Kim, W. J.,
Jan, L. Y., & Jan, Y. N. (2013). A PDF/NPF neuropeptide signaling circuitry of male Drosophila
melanogaster controls rival-induced prolonged mating. Neuron, 80(5), 1190–205. - 7. Lee, S. G.,
Schweizer, J., Auge, A.-C., Jan, L. Y., & Jan, Y. N, & Kim, W. J. (2016). Sexually experienced male
Drosophila melanogaster uses gustatory-to-neuropeptide integrative circuits to reduce time investment
for mating. bioRxiv. 8. Bellen, H. J., Tong, C., & Tsuda, H. (2010). 100 years of Drosophila research
and its impact on vertebrate neuroscience: a history lesson for the future. Nat Rev Neurosci, 11(7),
514–522. 9. Venken, K. J. T., Simpson, J. H., & Bellen, H. J. (2011). Genetic Manipulation of Genes
and Cells in the Nervous System of the Fruit Fly. Neuron, 72(2), 202–230.
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II. INDEPENDENCE AND COMPETENCE 1. INDEPENDENCE: I pioneered the study of
mating duration as a simple genetic model system for interval timing behaviour in Jan lab, UCSF. My
postdoc mentor, Y.N. Jan is not investigating anything related to mating duration and my lab is the
only fly lab studying mating duration in genetic perspectives. Thus, this project is entirely
independent and not related at all to my former mentor's project. 2. COMPETENCE: The long-term
goal of my project is to unveil the neural mechanisms of interval timing behaviour with detailed
genetic components.
Behaviour is the final
output of the brain function
and also a starting point for
deciphering the neural
circuits. Establishing a
reproducible behavioural
repertoire and quantifying
these behaviours is difficult
because they consist of rich ensembles of stereotyped activities, often in sequences that are difficult to
identify. To overcome this limitation, I have initiated and successfully managed an interdisciplinary
research team with experts from various fields including computer science, electrical engineering,
industrial design, mathematics, as well as a CEO from a software company. By this interdisciplinary
collaboration, firstly we will take advantage of using open source and cost-effective platform building
throughout 3D printing/laser-cutting as well as the low-cost and user-friendly microelectronic circuits.
Secondly, we will take advantage of the machine learning (ML)-based system to automate the task of
measuring interval timing behaviours of fruit fly. The research team has also engaged many students
with non-biology backgrounds to study interval timing using machine learning algorithms, image
processing and virtual reality technology. Through this interdisciplinary collaboration, many topnotch engineers have been motivated to investigate and contribute to neuroscience. Such collaboration
effort has been highly recognized through various research grants such as BWF Collaborative
Research Travel Grants, which was awarded to the solid interdisciplinary research project. I would
like to emphasize the fact that this interdisciplinary collaboration involved many researchers from
various fields, although I was a newly hired and the only fly geneticist in Ottawa region. I want to
highlight recently initiated two interdisciplinary projects. (1)
‘Red eye project’ that aims to decipher the visual processing
circuits for rival males using virtual reality and machine
learning-based image processing technologies (Fig.13). (2)
‘flyFAT (fly feeding-automation-technique)’ that allows us to
accurately measure the feeding timing of a single fly (Fig.14).
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III. SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
Kim WJ, Jan LY, Jan YN. Contribution of visual and circadian neural circuits to
Title
memory for prolonged mating induced by rivals. Nat Neurosci. 2012/05/09. 2012
Jun;15(6):876–83.
Abstract
In this publication, I established a novel behavioural paradigm as I named it Longer-Mating-Duration
(LMD), which reflect Drosophila male's response to the presence of rival males by prolonging their
mating duration. Several characteristics of this LMD behaviour provide conceptually interesting
platform to use this behaviour as neural circuits study. First, LMD solely depends on the visual
stimuli. This feature allows us to use this behavioural readout to study visual circuits. Second, we
identified very specific visual stimuli could induce LMD, which is tiny red objects in motion. We can
take advantage of this feature to build model system in Drosophila to study how color and motion be
represented to brain region. Eventually this feature guided our interdisciplinary collaboration with
local computer scientists and engineers to initiate the ‘red eye project’ described in Fig.13. Third,
LMD require long-term memory. Using this visually-oriented behaviour we could investigate how
memory traces (engram) are working in the brain which is still mystery in neuroscience field. Fourth,
LMD is plastic behaviour easily incorporated into synaptic plasticity studies. Fifth, classical circadian
rhythm related genes are independently involved to modulate LMD which share the opportunities to
find novel molecular pathways to separate the circadian gene's function on different biological
phenomenon. Above all, these new features discovered by my publication contribute to behavioural
genetics field providing novel behavioural platform to incorporate many interesting biological
questions. This publication convinced research community that mating duration can be applied to
study various biological phenomena including interval timing, internal states, and neural dynamics
modeling. We contribute to neuroscience community with well-defined novel and biologically
relevant behavioural paradigm. Please note that these contributions in behavioural genetics field by
my works gained only five years after I changed the field from molecular virology to behavioural
genetics. Also, I successfully established fly core facility within two years from the zero base in
Ottawa region. Below are the useful references to understand the context of male’s mating duration in
context of evolutionary perspectives.
a. Bretman A, Fricke C, Chapman T. Plastic responses of male Drosophila melanogaster to the level
of sperm competition increase male reproductive fitness. Proc Biol Sci. 2009 May
7;276(1662):1705–11.
b. Bretman a., Fricke C, Hetherington P, Stone R, Chapman T. Exposure to rivals and plastic
responses to sperm competition in Drosophila melanogaster. Behav Ecol. 2010 Jan 27;21(2):317–21.
c. Bretman A, Gage MJ, Chapman T. Quick-change artists: male plastic behavioural responses to
rivals. Trends Ecol Evol. 2011;26(9):467–73.
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Title

Kim WJ, Jan LY, Jan YN. A PDF/NPF neuropeptide signaling circuitry of male
Drosophila melanogaster controls rival-induced prolonged mating. Neuron.
Elsevier Inc.; 2013 Dec 4;80(5):1190–205.

Abstract
In this publication, I continued to delineate the neural mechanisms underlying LMD behaviour. The
significant discoveries I made here is that I found novel mechanisms of neuropeptidergic signaling;
how neuropeptide-expressing cells are connected to neuropeptide receptor-expressing cells; how the
same neuropeptide signaling can modulate two different sets of behaviours (circadian rhythm vs.
mating duration) by selectively activate different neuropeptide receptor-expressing cells. I identified
a small subset of clock neurons in the male brain that regulate LMD via neuropeptide signaling.
LMD requires the function of pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) in four s-LNv neurons and its
receptor PDFR in two LNd neurons per hemisphere, as well as the function of neuropeptide F (NPF)
in two neurons within the sexually dimorphic LNd region and its receptor NPFR1 in four s-LNv
neurons per hemisphere. By identifying neurons required for this neuropeptide modulation, we
delineated the central neuronal circuitry and found that the crucial neurons expressing a
neuropeptide are not in synaptic contact with the crucial neurons expressing its receptor, providing
further evidence for the long-range influence of neuropeptides. Remarkably, sharing housing with
male rivals alters the activity of a subset of clock neurons, including those neurons expressing PDF
and NPF that are crucial for this behavioral modulation. We also found that these altered neuronal
activities of PDF- and NPF-expressing neurons in group-reared males are dependent on the
signaling by NPF and PDF, respectively.
By publishing this paper, I contributed behavioural genetics field to provide strategic methods to
map down a tiny number of neurons modulating complex behaviours. I used genetic intersectional
methods and found only eight neurons among 10K neurons in each hemisphere are core processors
for information of rivals. My strategic method is highlighted in Review, Esch et al., (2015)
Neuromethods volume 92, 249-274 as well as Schoofs et al., (2017) Annual Review of Entomology
volume 62, 35-52, and adopted many publications including Kayser et al., (2014) Science,
344(6181) papers applying this strategy to study the relationship between sleep and courtship and
Inagaki et al., (2014) Neuron, 84(4), 806-820 paper applying this strategy to study neuromodulatory
control of starvation. I want to emphasize that this paper is one of the few cases deeply investigated
the neuropeptidergic signaling pathway through neuropeptide receptor expressing cells. Although
the neuropeptidergic cells have been highlighted for decades, their target cells that is neuropeptide
receptor cells are not deeply investigated. I contributed to studying the neuropeptide receptor cells
with detailed intersectional methods and revealed exciting communications between two functional
neuropeptidergic signaling, which are PDF/NPF system. Successful neural circuits mapping in
super-high resolution.
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Title

Lee SG, Schweizer J, Auge A-C, Jan LY, Jan YN, Kim WJ*. Sexually
experienced male Drosophila melanogaster uses gustatory-to-neuropeptide
integrative circuits to reduce time investment for mating. bioRxiv. 2016 Nov 23;

Abstract
In this publication, I established a novel interval timing behaviour, named 'Shorten-Mating-Duration
(SMD)' refers to male flies who, after sexual experience, estimate a shortened mating duration.
LMD and SMD use different sensory modalities to detect environmental changes (vision for LMD,
taste for SMD), different subset of clock genes (PER/TIM for LMD, CLK/CYC for SMD), and
different neuropeptidergic signaling (PDF/NPF for LMD, sNPF for SMD). Using this behavioural
paradigm, we propose to study the microcircuits of SMD behaviour to delineate how a motivational
(sexual) experience can shape interval timing via the interactions between taste circuits, CLK/CYC
genes, and sNPF signaling. As described in the proposal, SMD behaviour has several advantages for
investigating the neural mechanisms of interval timing. First, taste input is simpler to manipulate
than visual input and we can therefore better dissect the taste-induced microcircuit activity. Second,
SMD behaviour only requires the function of CLK/CYC, not PER/TIM; since the CLK/CYC
heterodimer complex is a transcription factor that modulates the expression of many genes involved
in circadian timing (including TIM/PER), it is most informative for us to manipulate CLK/CYC
genetic networks. Third, SMD uses sNPF signaling that is known to be an essential regulator of
homeostatic behaviour such as feeding. Fourth, sNPF is a homolog of human NPY that is an
essential modulator of timed homeostatic processes both in central and peripheral nervous system.
Fifth, SMD can be a model to understand how motivational changes (=sexual experience in fly) can
affect the interval timing in humans. Thus, we will take advantage of using SMD behaviour to
investigate the neural mechanisms of interval timing. I am happy to report that we have now
published a bioRxiv preprint that has been reviewed in eLife. We have received constructive and
enthusiastic reviews (we can provide ‘eLife decision letter’ if necessary), and the paper was deemed
potentially acceptable for publication. One of the reviewer specifically suggested that we should
break this study in two separate manuscripts. The part of Aim1 in this proposal includes the first
part of the paper soon to be published as delineating the sensory inputs and evolutionary
perspectives of SMD behaviour. One of the interesting features of SMD behaviour is that males use
Gr5a+ sugar cells that normally detect the taste of food for estimating duration. This fact raises an
interesting question whether the mechanisms of pacemakers in taste circuits are only dedicated to
sensation of taste or to sensation of sex, or whether they are utilized in an interval timing role for
both behaviours. We hypothesize that feeding circuits in male fly reuse the function of tick cells as
pacemaker or, alternatively, equip functionally distinct tick cell pacemakers to modulate feeding
satiety/appetite that are also time intervals between feeding. The ‘flyFAT’ project described in
Fig.14 is the platform-building project to study this interesting phenomenon.
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University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada.
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Email: wkim@uottawa.ca
EDUCATION
2002/3 - 2008/2 Doctorate, Doctor of Philosophy, Molecular Virology, POSTECH
Degree Status: Completed
Thesis Title: Studies on the relationship between inflammatory response and
translational control
Areas of Research: Cell Signaling and Infectious and Immune Diseases, Stress and
Cancer
Research Disciplines: Virology, Molecular Biology, Immunology
Supervisors: Sung Key Jang, 2002/3 - 2008/2
2000/3 - 2002/2 Master's Thesis, Master of Molecular virology, Molecular Virology, POSTECH
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PRESENTATIONS IN CONFERENCE/MEETING
Kim, W.J (2018). From pars intercerebrails to VNC: SIFaide signaling facilitate to choose between
two distinct time investment behaviours of male Drosophila. HHMI Janelia Conference, Neural
Circuits of the Insect Ventral Nerve Cord, Ashburn, United States, Apr 22-25, 2018
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
Choong Ang University seminar (Hosted by Seogang Hyun), Soul, Korea, Nov 10, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
Yonsei University seminar (Hosted by Kwang-Min Choe), Soul, Korea, Nov 9, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Korea
Sejong University seminar (Hosted by Sungpyo Kim), Daejeon, Korea, Nov 9, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
KRIBB seminar (Hosted by Kwon Yu), Daejeon, Korea, Nov 8, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
KAIST seminar (Hosted by Jaymyung Suh), Daejeon, Korea, Nov 8, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Korea
University seminar (Hosted by Jungjin Park), Seoul, Korea, Nov 7, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
Halym University seminar (Hosted by Dong Hoon Jeong), Inje, Korea, Nov 7, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Inje
University seminar (Hosted by Man Su Kim), Inje, Korea, Nov 6, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. GIST
seminar (Hosted by Young Joon Kim), Gwangju, Korea, Nov 3, 2017
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Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Pusan
University seminar (Hosted by Mi-Ae Yoo), Pusan, Korea, Nov 2, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
UNIST seminar (Hosted by Chunghun Lim), Seoul, Korea, Nov 1, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Seoul
National University (Biological education department) seminar (Hosted by Seungbok Lee), Seoul,
Korea, Oct 31, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
Hanyang University seminar (Hosted by Jiwon Shim), Seoul, Korea, Oct 31, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Seoul
National University BK21 seminar (Hosted by Sang-Hak Jeon), Seoul, Korea, Oct 30, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster. Ajou
University seminar (Hosted by Eun Young Kim), Suwon, Korea, Oct 30, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). (2017). The history of 'Bio-hackers'. Seoul City Museum special lecture (Hosted by
Jung Mo Lee), Seoul, Korea, Oct 28, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
International Conference of the Genetics Society of Korea, 2017 (ICGSK 2017) (Hosted by Kyu
Sun Lee), Seoul, Korea, Oct 26-27, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
POSTECH seminar (Hosted by Sung Key Jang), Pohang, Korea, Oct 25, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Genetics of time perception and interval timing in Drosophila melanogaster.
DGIST seminar (Hosted by Kyuhyung Kim), Daegu, Korea, Oct 24, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Neural encoding for internal states and its switching mechanisms. Hotchkiss Brain
Institute, University of Calgary (Hosted by Ki-Young Lee), Calgary, Canada, Jun 30, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Neural encoding for internal states of satiety and its switching mechanisms.
Canadian Drosophila meeting (CanFly 2017 meeting, Chair: Doug Allan), Banff Arts and
Creativity Center, Canada, Jun 26-29, 2017
Kim, W.J (2017). Neural encoding for internal states and its switching mechanisms. Department of
Biology, McGill University (Hosted by Nam-Sung Moon), Montreal, Canada, Feb 5-7, 2017
Kim, W.J (2016). Neural encoding for internal states of satiety and its switching mechanisms. CIHR
New Principal Investigator 15 meeting, Mont Gabriel, Canada, Nov 25-27, 2016
Kim, W.J (2016). Neural basis of behavioural states eliciting timing-based decision-making process.
University of Ottawa (New Professor Seminar Series), Ottawa, Canada, Oct 27, 2016
Kim, W.J (2016). Development of Drosophila behavioural model of ALS/FTD and its application to
validate drug efficacy. Canada-Korea Conference on Science and Technology 2016, The Association
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of Korean-Canadian Scientists and Engineers (AKCSE) and The Korean Federation of Science
and Technology Societies (KOFST), Ottawa, Canada, Aug 8, 2016.
Kim, W.J (2016). A novel paradigm of interval timing in Drosophila. Canada-Korea Conference on
Science and Technology 2016, The Association of Korean-Canadian Scientists and Engineers
(AKCSE) and The Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies (KOFST), Ottawa,
Canada, Aug 7, 2016.
Kim, W.J (2016). A novel paradigm of interval timing in Drosophila. The Alliance Genetic Society
Meeting, Genetic Society of America, Orlando, USA, July 16, 2016.
Kim, W.J (2016). A novel paradigm of interval timing in Drosophila. Disease and function of neural
circuits meeting, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Asia, Suzhou, China, May 18, 2016.
Kim, W.J (2016). Neuronal circuits of time investment: how flies show us circuit-level model for
analysis. Neuroscience Symposium, uOttawa Brain and Mind Research Institute & CMM, Ottawa,
Canada, Feb 27, 2016.
Kim, W.J (2015). Learning to be connected to our society. Special invited lecture in DGIST Global
Innovation Festival (DGIF), DGIST, Daegu, Korea, November 19-20, 2015.
Kim, W.J (2015). Circuits to behaviours: Fruit fly in the era of brain research. Neuroscience seminar,
Neuroscience graduate program & uOBMRI, Ottawa, Canada, November 10, 2015.
Kim, W.J & Suh, M. (2015). Evolutionary Biology in Korea and the Reality of it; Evolution and
Parasites. Special Lecture Series on “Stories of Science connecting Society”, SEODAEMUN Museum
of Natural History, Seoul, Korea, April 23, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the GIST (Gwangju
Institute of Science and Technology, Hosted by Young-Joon Kim), Gwangju, Korea, April 21, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the KAIST (Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Hosted by Jae-Myung Suh), Daejeon, Korea, April
20, 2015.
Kim, W.J & Hwang, S.S. (2015). Manuals of Statistics for Survival; Calculated Risks. Special
Lecture Series on “Stories of Science connecting Society”, SEODAEMUN Museum of Natural
History, Seoul, Korea, April 16, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Origin of Behavioral Genetics (Special lecture for
Undergraduate students of Biology major); Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the Chungbuk
National University (Hosted by Hojin Ryu), Cheongju, Korea, April 15, 2015.
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Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the Sung Kyun
Kwan University (Hosted by KyeongJin Kang), Suwon, Korea, April 15, 2015.
Kim, W.J & Namgoong, S. (2015). Otaku and Basic Science; How does Molecular Biology explain
the Life? Special Lecture Series on “Stories of Science connecting Society”, SEODAEMUN Museum
of Natural History, Seoul, Korea, April 9, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the Sejong
University (Hosted by Moon-soo Soh), Seoul, Korea, April 8, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered as ‘1st Young
Investigator’s Seminar Series’ at the Seoul National University (Hosted by V. Narry Kim), Seoul,
Korea, April 8, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. Oral presentation to be delivered at the DGIST (DaeguGyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology, Hosted by Chang-hun Lee), Daegu, Korea, April 7,
2015.
Kim, W.J & Kim, Y.J. (2015). Behavioral genetics of Seymour Benzer and Korean society; Mating
behavior of fruit flies. Special Lecture Series on “Stories of Science connecting Society”,
SEODAEMUN Museum of Natural History, Seoul, Korea, April 2, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2015). Previous socio-sexual experience modulates the mating
investment of male Drosophila melanogaster. 56th Annual Drosophila Research Conference,
Chicago, USA, March 4-8, 2015.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2014). The neural circuitry that mediates the social influence on
mating duration of Drosophila males. HHMI Janelia Conference, Neural Circuits Controlling
Sexual Behavior (Organizers: Barry Dickson, Catherine Dulac, Nirao Shah), HHMI Janelia
Research Campus, Washington, USA, November 9-12, 2014.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Social-exposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on
mating duration. Young scientist session in International Conference of KSMCB 2013, Oral
presentation to be delivered at the Korean Society for Molecular and Cellular Biology, COEX
Center in Seoul, Korea, October 9, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the GIST (Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology, Hosted by Young-Joon Kim), Gwangju,
Korea, October 10, 2013.
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Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the Dankook University (Hosted by Chian Kwon), Jukjeon, Korea, October 8, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the University of Seoul (Hosted by Yun Doo Chung), Seoul, Korea, October 7, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Frut fly genetics and two
Biologies. Oral presentation to be delivered at the Korean Cognitive Neuroscientists’ annual Saturday
meeting, Sogang University (Hosted by Ji-Won Chun), Seoul, Korea, October 4, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the KRIBB (Korean Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Hosted by Tae-Don Kim),
Daejeon, Korea, October 3, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the Sejong University (Hosted by Moon-Soo Soh), Seoul, Korea, October 2, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the Seoul National University (Hosted by Junho Lee), Seoul, Korea, October 1, 2013.
Kim, W.J. (2013). Secret Life of Fruit Flies. Oral lecture to be delivered at the Seodaemun Museum
of Natural History (Hosted by Jung-Mo Lee), Seoul, Korea, September 30, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Social-exposure changes
Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered at the POSTECH
(Hosted by Sung Key Jang), Pohang, Korea, September 26, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the Yonsei University (Hosted by Jin-Won Cho), Seoul, Korea, September 23, 2013.
Kim, W.J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). Time, Love and Memory: Socialexposure changes Drosophila male’s investment on mating duration. Oral presentation to be delivered
at the Sung Kyun Kwan University (Hosted by KyeongJin Kang), Suwon, Korea, September 16,
2013.
Kim, W.J. (2013). Lunar society of Birmingham, Venus Project, and the Society of Engineers. Oral
lecture to be delivered at the School of Electrical Engineering, Korea University (Hosted by TaeWoong Yoon), Seoul, Korea, September 12, 2013.
Kim, W.J., and Jang, S.K. (2006). Anti-Inflammatory prostaglandin 15d-PGJ2 blocks inflammatory
signaling through stress granules formation that is induced by translation inhibition. Oral lecture to be
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delivered at the POSTECH-Stanford University Joint Symposium on Cell Signaling for Young
Scientists, POSTECH Biotech Center Auditorium, Pohang, Korea, October 19, 2006.
PUBLICATION
1. Yun, S. J., Kim, H., Lee, S. G., Jung, S.-H., Kim, J. H., Ryu, J. E., … Kim, W. J.* (2017).
Computational docking reveals evolutionary conservation of a specific interaction between 15dProstaglandin-J2 and eIF4A. bioRxiv. *corresponding author (in revision MCB)
2. Lee, S. G., Schweizer, J., Auge, A.-C., Jan, L. Y., Jan, Y. N. & Kim, W. J.* (2016). Sexually
experienced male Drosophila melanogaster uses gustatory-to-neuropeptide integrative circuits to
reduce time investment for mating. bioRxiv. *corresponding author (in revision eLife)
3. Kim, W. J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2013). A PDF/NPF neuropeptide signaling circuitry of male
Drosophila melanogaster controls rival-induced prolonged mating. Neuron, 80(5), 1190-1205.
4. Kim, W. J., Jan, L.Y., & Jan, Y.N. (2012). Contribution of visual and circadian neural circuits to
memory for prolonged mating induced by rivals. Nature neuroscience. 15(6), 876-83.
5. Kim, J. E., Ryu, I., Kim, W. J., Song, O. K., Ryu, J., Kwon, M. Y., . . . Jang, S. K. (2008). Proline
rich transcript in brain protein induces stress granule formation. Mol Cell Biol, 28(2), 803-813.
6. Kim, W. J., Kim, J. H., & Jang, S. K. (2007). Anti-inflammatory lipid mediator 15d-PGJ2 inhibits
translation through inactivation of eIF4A. EMBO J, 26(24), 5020-5032.
7. Kim, W. J., Back, S. H., Kim, V., Ryu, I., & Jang, S. K. (2005). Sequestration of TRAF2 into
stress granules interrupts tumor necrosis factor signaling under stress conditions. Mol Cell Biol, 25(6),
2450-2462.
8. Back, S. H., Kim, Y. K., Kim, W. J., Cho, S., Oh, H. R., Kim, J. E., & Jang, S. K. (2002).
Translation of polioviral mRNA is inhibited by cleavage of polypyrimidine tract-binding proteins
executed by polioviral 3C(pro). J Virol, 76(5), 2529-2542.
MANUSCRIPT IN PROCESS AND PREPARATION
1. Lee, S.G., Kang, C.K., Wong, K., Saad B., Abbas, A-H., Trinh, B., Malik, A., Zeghal, A., Auge, AC., Jan, L.Y., Jan, Y.N., & Kim, W.J.* (2018) Sexually experienced Drosophila males employ
gustatory cues to reduce time investment for mating. Science (submitted in Apr 2018)
2. Wong, K., Gill, R., & Kim, W.J.* (2018) Mating duration of male Drosophila melanogaster – a
novel genetic model to study interval timing function of human brain. Nature Review of Neuroscience
(in preparation to submit)
3. Schweizer, J., Wong, K., Islam, E.M., Lee, S.G., Auge, A-C., & Kim, W.J.* (2018) SIFaide
signaling facilitate to choose between two distinct time investment behaviours of male Drosophila.
Current Biology (in preparation to submit)
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4. Islam, E.M., Wong, K., Malik, A., Lee, S.G., & Kim, W.J.* (2018) The expression of Drosophila
CPEB Protein Orb2 in subpopulation of mushroom body neurons mediate sexual experience-mediated
long-term memory formation. Behavior Genetics (in preparation to submit)
5. Lee, S.G., Stevenson, C., Snow, B-S., Kim, W.J.* (2018) The surface glial cell expression of
C9orf72 dipeptide repeats in blood brain barrier induce neuronal degeneration in male-biased manner.
Nature Genetics (in preparation to submit).
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[별첨] 수행과제 및 Funding 이력 (국문 또는 영문 작성)
연구비

과제

과제명

번호

(연구사업명)

Completed

602496

Understanding of
social behaviour
using simple genetic
model system

15.07~17.06

433

University
of Ottawa
Startup*

Completed

607006

Virtual reality meets
fly genetics

17.10~18.03

20

uOBMRI
CND
Grant

구분

수행기간
(‘YY.MM~’YY.MM)

총액

Funding
기관

(백만원)

Development of
machine learningbased image
University
processing tool to
of Ottawa
Completed
148747
automatically
17.09~18.03
4
IRGFO
quantify visuallyStream 2
oriented mating
decision of male
fruit fly
Principles of
decision-making
On-going
147431
neurons switching
17.04~22.03
125
NSERC
between alternative
behaviours
399661
Mapping the neural
Pending
(application substrate of satiety
n/a
n/a
CIHR**
number)
control
*
I received a start-up package from the University of Ottawa that will allow initial set up as well as
operation and maintenance of the lab for up to two years before it must be funded externally.
**
The first announcement of CIHR project grant screening result will be September 2018. It is now in
application stage. It should be noted that the last iteration of this proposal was focused in studying
feeding satiety in flies, admittedly in large part as an attempt to address head on the perceived
pressure to present a proposal to the newly launched CIHR Project grant program that shows a clear
and explicit health-related and translational component. My proposal didn’t get funded since CIHR
initiated Project grant scheme (from 2015).
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